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 P a g e 2 | 21           What is DCS SYSTEM?   The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). Since the PLC and Distributed Control System (DCS) are both instrumental in controlling complex production processes, people occasionally use the two terms interchangeably. While the two are related, their applications are notably different. The PLC is essentially an industrial computer used to control from one or a few production processes. It can be applied to common tasks such as controlling the rate of airflow in an HVAC system, maintaining liquid levels across a series of tanks, or any number of similar responsibilities associated with regulating industrial production processes. Historically, the one job that the PLC could not fulfill was coordinate the control of an entire plant. That is the task for which the DCS was first developed. Indeed the DCS does not regulate one single process. Rather, it supervises and coordinates each of the many controllers that are deployed across a plant. The core capability of a DCS to orchestrate plant-wide operations has become increasingly important to manufactures as they pursue greater efficiency from their existing production assets. 



 P a g e 3 | 21    As the name implies, the DCS is a system of sensors, controllers, and associated computers that are distributed throughout a plant. Each of these elements serves a unique purpose such as data acquisition, process control, as well as data storage and graphical display. These individual elements communicate with a centralized computer through the plant’s local area network – often referred to as a control network. As the ‘central brain’ of the plant, the DCS makes automated decisions based on production trends it sees them in real-time throughout a plant. As an example, the DCS at a power plant might automatically increase steam generation capacity of multiple turbines in order to keep up with changing demand for electricity during hot summer days and then decrease it as outdoor temperatures cool overnight and demand subsides. Whereas a PLC could adjust a single unit operation, the DCS can adjust each of a plant’s many interacting unit operations. 
How is a DCS Used? While DCSs are used across the process control industries to supervise complex production processes, they are more widely deployed at large, continuous manufacturing plants such as those in the petrochemical industry. With the help of a DCS, these and other manufactures can efficiently coordinate adjustments in 



 P a g e 4 | 21  a top-down fashion using a centralized network of computers. Instructions from the DCS are deployed throughout a plant and fed to individual controllers. When configured appropriately the DCS can improve safety while also enhancing production efficiency.  What Makes the DCS so Important?  A comparison of two plants may help to illustrate the importance of the DCS. First, imagine a small municipal wastewater treatment facility that employs a dozen control loops. The plant’s engineering staff can easily keep a mindful eye on the performance of such a limited number of controllers. Next, imagine a large refinery that operates 10,000 highly dynamic and interac@ng control loops. Whilecoordinating control atthe treatment facility is relatively easy, the task of orchestrating control at the refinery can be overwhelming without the use of a DCS. Over the years, the line between DCS and PLC has blurred. While the DCS has traditionally been the only solution for achieving safe and efficient plant-wide control, advancement in processing capabilities has allowed the PLC to rapidly take on greater responsibility. In the years to come it can be expected that the PLC and the DCS will become more and interchangeable   



 P a g e 5 | 21         A distributed control system (DCS) is a specially designed automated control system that consists of geographically distributed control elements over the plant or control area. It differs from the centralized control system wherein a single controller at central location handles the control function, but in DCS a dedicated controller controls each process element or machine or group of machines. DCS consists of a large number of local controllers in various sections of plant control area and are connected via a high speed communication network In DCS control system, data acquisition and control functions are carried through a number of DCS controllers which are microprocessor based units distributed 



 P a g e 6 | 21  functionally and geographically over the plant and are situated near area where control or data gathering functions being performed as shown in the figure above. These controllers able to communicate among themselves and also with other controllers like supervisory terminals, operator terminals, historians, etc. Distributed individual automatic controllers are connected to field devices such as sensors and actuators. These controllers ensure the sharing of gathered data to other hierarchal controllers via different field buses. Different field buses or standard communication protocols are used for establishing the communication between the controllers. Some of these include Profibus, HART, arc net, Modbus, etc.DCS is most suited for large-scale processing or manufacturing plants wherein a large number of continuous control loops are to be monitored and controlled. The main advantage of dividing control tasks for distributed controllers is that if any part of DCS fails, the plant can continue to operate irrespective of failed section.       As the name suggests, DCS has three main qualities. The first one is the distribution of various control functions into relatively small sets of subsystems, which are of semiautonomous, and are interconnected through a high speed communication bus. Some of these functions include data acquisition, data presentation, process control, process supervision, reporting information, storing and retrieval of information  The second attribute of DCS is the automation of manufacturing process by integrating advanced control strategies. And the third characteristic is the arranging the things as a system. DCS organizes the entire control structure as a 



 P a g e 7 | 21  single automation system where various subsystems are unified through a proper command structure and information flow.  These attributes of DCS can be observed in its architecture shown in the diagram below. The basic elements comprised in a DCS include engineering workstation, operating station or HMI, process control unit or local control unit, smart devices, and communication system.    Engineering Workstation: It is the supervisory controller over the entire distributed control system. It can be a PC or any other computer that has dedicated engineering software (for example, control builder F engineering station in case of ABB freelance distributed control system). This engineering station offers powerful configuration tools that allow the user to perform engineering functions such as creating new loops, creating various input and output points, modifying sequential and continuous control logic, configuring various distributed devices, preparing documentation for each input/output device, etc. 



   Operating Station or HMI  This is used to operate, monitor and control plant parameters. It can be a PC or any other monitoring device thatcan view process parameter values and accordingly to take control action. For instance, it is a DigiVis software tool that can run on a simple PCcase ABB DCS  Operating stations can be a sinperforms functions like parameter value display, trend display, alarming, etc. while multiple units or PCs performs individual functions such as some PCs display parameters, some for trend archives, some for dThis is used to operate, monitor and control plant parameters. It can be a PC or any other monitoring device that has a separate software tool on which operator can view process parameter values and accordingly to take control action. For instance, it is a DigiVis software tool that can run on a simple PC-environment in  Operating stations can be a single unit or multiple units where a single unit performs functions like parameter value display, trend display, alarming, etc. while multiple units or PCs performs individual functions such as some PCs display parameters, some for trend archives, some for data logging and acquiring, etcP a g e 8 | 21 This is used to operate, monitor and control plant parameters. It can be a PC or has a separate software tool on which operator can view process parameter values and accordingly to take control action. For environment in gle unit or multiple units where a single unit performs functions like parameter value display, trend display, alarming, etc. while multiple units or PCs performs individual functions such as some PCs display ata logging and acquiring, etc 



 P a g e 9 | 21      Process Control Unit of DCS  



 P a g e 10 | 21  It is also called as a local control unit, distribution controller, or process station. A distributed control system can consists of one or more process stations that can be extended with different types of I/O units. These controllers consist of a powerful CPU module, field bus or communication module with extended field bus capability and either direct or remote connected I/Os The field devices like sensors and actuators are connected to I/O modules of this unit. Some field devices can be directly connected to field bus (such as Profibus) without any I/O module, which can be termed as smart field devices   These units acquire the information from various sensors via input module, analyze and process it based on the control logic implemented and sends the output signals via output modules to have control on actuators and relays. 



 P a g e 11 | 21  Communication System The communication medium plays a major role in the entire distributed control system. It interconnects the engineering station, operating station, process station and smart devices with one another. It carries the information from one station to another. The common communication protocols used in DCS include Ethernet, Profibus, Foundation Field Bus, DeviceNet, Modbus, etc.  It is not mandatory to use one protocol for entire DCS, some levels can use one network whereas some levels use different network. For instance, consider that field devices, distributed I/Os and process station are interconnected with Profibus while the communication among engineering station, HMI and process station carried though Ethernet as shown in the figure below    



 P a g e 12 | 21  The major advantage of DCS is the redundancy of some or all levels of the control area. Most of the cases critical processes are installed with redundant controllers and redundant communication networks such that problem in main processing line should not affect the monitoring and control functions because of the redundant processing section   Smart or Intelligent Devices  The intelligent field devices and field bus technology are advanced features of DCS technology that replaces traditional I/O subsystems (I/O modules). These smart devices embed the intelligence required for simple sensing and control techniques into the primary sensing and actuating devices. And hence it replaces the need for a DCS controller to perform routine sensing and control process These field devices can be directly connected to field bus so that sourcing of multiple measurements to the next higher level control station is possible via digital transmission line by eliminating extraneous hardware such as local I/O modules and controllers.  



 P a g e 13 | 21        Working & Operation of DCS System  The operation of DCS goes like this; Sensors senses the process information and send it to the local I/O modules, to which actuators are also connected so as to control the process parameters. The information or data from these remote modules is gathered to the process control unit via field bus. If smart field devices are used, the sensed information directly transferred to process control unit via field bus  



 P a g e 14 | 21      The collected information is further processed, analyzed and produces the output results based on the control logic implemented in the controller. The results or control actions are then carried to the actuator devices via field bus. The DCS configuring, commissioning and control logic implementation are carried at the engineering station as mentioned earlier. The operator able to view and send control actions manually at operation stations 



 P a g e 15 | 21    Difference between SCADA and DCS (DCS vs SCADA)  Although both DCS and SCADA are monitoring and control mechanisms in industrial installations, they have different goals. There exist some commonality between DCS and SCADA in terms of hardware and its components, however, there are certain requirements by the end applications that separates a robust and cost-effective DCS from the viable SCADA system. Some of the differences between DCS and SCADA are listed below  



 P a g e 16 | 21   1. DCS is process oriented, whereas SCADA is data-gathering oriented. DCS emphasizes more on control of the process and it also consists of supervisory control level. And as a part of doing so, it presents the information to the operator. On the other hand, SCADA concentrates more on acquisition process data and presenting it to the operators and control centre. 2. In DCS, data acquisition and control modules or controllers are usually located within a more confined area and the communication between various distributed control units carried via a local area network. SCADA generally covers larger geographical areas that use different communication systems which are generally less reliable than a local area network. 3. DCS employs a closed loop control at process control station and at remote terminal units. But in case of SCADA there is no such closed loop control. 4. DCS is process state driven where it scans the process in regular basis and displays the results to the operator, even on demand. On the other hand, SCADA is event driven where it does not scan the process sequentially, but it waits for an event that cause process parameter to trigger certain actions. Hence, DCS does not keep a database of 



 P a g e 17 | 21  process parameter values as it always in connection with its data source, whereas SCADA maintains a database to log the parameter values which can be further retrieved for operator display and this makes the SCADA to present the last recorded values if the base station unable to get the new values from a remote location. 5. In terms of applications, DCS is used for installations within a confined area, like a single plant or factory and for a complex control processes. Some of the application areas of DCS include chemical plants, power generating stations, pharmaceutical manufacturing, oil and gas industries, etc. On the other hand SCADA is used for much larger geographical locations such as water management systems, power transmission and distribution control, transport applications and small manufacturing and process industries. .    In spite of these major differences, the modern DCS and SCADA systems come with common standard facilities while dealing process plant automation. However, the choice between DCS and SCADA depends on its client and end application requirement. But if the client choice between these two, by gaining equal requirement from the process, DCS is the economical choice as it help to reduce the cost and offer better control.   DCS Systems from Different Vendors  Some of the available DCS systems include 
• ABB- Freelance 800F and 800 xA 
• Yokogawa- Centum CS 3000 and 1000 
• Honeywell-TDC 3000 
• Emerson- Delta V Digital Automation 
• Siemens- Simatic PCS 7 



 P a g e 18 | 21  • Allen- Bradley- NetLinx   Advantages of Distributed Control Systems A distributed control system (DCS) centralizes plant operations to provide flexibility and simplicity by allowing central control, monitoring and reporting of individual components and processes. A DCS is designed to control complex processes that can be geographically disseminated using networked control elements that are distributed throughout the system. These features, along with redundancy that is designed into the overall structure to facilitate high system availability and reliability, drive operators of large, complex facilities and processes, such as those used in nuclear power plants, to choose DCS Unlike programmable logic controllers, DCS use a suite of configuration tools to set up the database, control logic, graphics and system security. Control applications are distributed to system controllers that are dedicated to specific plant processes utilizing field devices. Control logic can be created and dispersed across the system controllers. This allows changes that must be made to meet new requirements and/or the addition of new controllers or field devices, to be made efficiently and accurately, easing and simplifying updates and new equipment integration. The controllers and associated inputs/outputs are connected through a redundant communications network to operating and engineering stations. The stations have graphical, easy-to-use displays for data monitoring, data 



 P a g e 19 | 21  logging, alarming and control. Field devices, such as actuators and sensors, are directly connected to input/output modules that communicate with assigned controllers while reading and reporting real world information, such as pressure and temperature. DCS are scalable. A DCS can be deployed in an initial installation as a large, integrated system, or as a standalone system that can be added to as planned or needed. New controllers and inputs/outputs can be added throughout a plant. When new systems are added, they become part of the integrated DCS and are automatically updated by the controlling database. The Westinghouse DCS of choice is the Ovation® DCS platform. The Ovation DCS has the ability to integrate system security models and cybersecurity, advanced alarm capabilities, system-wide diagnostics and multiple simulation solutions that are extended to every new system added. There is redundancy at all levels, from the inputs/outputs to the controllers, at the network level and to the user interface workstations. Operating experience from more than 3,000 power generation installations worldwide has demonstrated system reliabilities in excess of 99.9 percent. The system is also favored for its forward design. It uses many commercially available, off-the-shelf technologies. This facilitates a secure, powerful 



 P a g e 20 | 21  architecture that avoids obsolescence by enabling system progression to adjust to rapidly advancing computer technologies. Deployment to operating and new nuclear units solidifies a 25 year working forward compatibility. DCS allocate flexibility and simplicity by allowing central control monitoring and reporting of individual components and processes DCS are scalable Possible to control through dynamic graphic Eliminating human error by Logging of data 
Disadvantages of DCS system Failure of one controller effects more than one loop DCS required skilled operator because the all information hidden behind CRT 
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